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HOT TOPICS
Three fundamental reasons to invest in anti-money laundering 
automation strategies
By automating their strategies, institutions reduce the risk of financial crime, save an 
average of 25 percent on annual compliance costs, and provide a superior customer 
experience. See how it’s done, and why you should do it too. Read more.

How do fintechs cut expenses while pursuing growth?
Today, leading fintech companies use specific strategies to address business 
objectives, market position, and organizational structure and culture. See how we view 
the challenges they face—and the opportunities we see for growth. Read more. 

How AI enhances trust—in financial reporting and capital markets
Financial reporting leaders expect artificial intelligence (AI) to bring many benefits, 
including increased efficiency, more accurate and reliable data, and better detection 
of outliers. See how AI and generative AI are already building trust and improving 
audit quality. Read more.

REPLAY: WEBINARS, WEBCASTS AND PODCASTS
This month, we present an array of informative, timely, and insightful discussions for financial services professionals.

Trends in bank board composition and structure
All boards are being challenged by today’s business and risk landscape. In this webinar, 
we explore how bank boards are adapting, focusing on trends identified in an analysis of 
Russell 3000 bank boards from 2020 to 2022. Watch now.

Gen AI in Insurance
Listen as Ed Chanda, KPMG National Sector leader for Insurance, and Kelly Combs, 
KPMG managing director for Trusted AI, explore the potential of generative AI in the 
insurance industry. Watch now.

How to preserve and grow capital in uncertain times
In this recent webcast, leaders from KPMG Deal Advisory & Strategy demonstrate how 
proactive planning and management of capital structures, talent, and operations can 
mitigate disruption. Watch now.

IFRS® Institute: Year End Update 2023
This 60-minute IFRS webcast summarizes key standard-setting activities of the 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and provides updates on financial 
instruments, revenue recognition, and presentation of financial statements.  
Watch now.

Process mining for system transformation 
Hear from our Advisory professionals how integrating mining techniques can mitigate 
risks, accelerate transformation initiatives, and safeguard the integrity of their system 
transformations. Watch now.

Pillar Two pregame show – Episode 5
Pillar Two rules will continue to change long after their 2024 implementation. Listen as 
Tony Burzinski, KPMG Accounting Advisory partner, and James Sanderson, KPMG Tax 
principal, identify the long-term Pillar Two impacts that companies should capitalize 
on today. Podcast: Watch now.

Cross-Border CAMT: Unpacking the International Aspects of the New 
IRS Notice
Join us in this important podcast as our panel from the KPMG WNT International Tax 
group explores the many accounting issues around government Notice 2023-64, and 
how these can affect you. Watch now.

TAX TALK

Generative AI and the transformation of tax
With the power of Gen AI, tax professionals can drive improvements across a range 
of tasks, from automating manual functions to bringing greater insight to strategic 
planning and communications. Look at how it can help you. Read now.

Pillar Two Gameplan: Your guide to the new rules
Written with finance professionals in mind, our game plan provides an overview of the 
new rules, steps to take while anticipating Q1, and how the accounting and finance 
functions may change—including where the external auditor may be focused.  
Read now.

Sign up for Tax News & Publications!
Put the US and international tax news you need at your fingertips. Subscribe now to 
our digital tax publications and get invited to our tax webcasts too. Here’s how.  
Read now.

Transfer pricing for financial transactions: What’s best?
This November report, prepared by our KPMG Tax professionals, provides practical 
tips in navigating challenges when structuring and pricing intercompany financial 
transactions. Don’t miss it. Read now.

Transfer pricing takeaways from the latest MAP statistics
The latest report on mutual agreement procedure (MAP) statistics and awards for 
2022, issued by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 
has surprising and important implications for multinational enterprises—especially in 
transfer pricing. Read now.
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